INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM APP

More Than A Standard WMS
You want efficiency in managing your stock. You want to automate manual tasks. You want the Routeique™ Inventory Management System (IMS)
mobile app for Android and iOS. The IMS app features extend from our desktop software, allowing for order processing and fulfillment while on the move.
Connect your warehouse with your office personnel, ensuring everyone has the information they need at all times.

Let your warehouse team control all aspects of the order fulfillment process.

Reform Your Warehouse
The intuitive interface is designed for a natural workflow which can be tailored to match your
warehouse process. This ease of use allows for accurate data, leads to a more organized warehouse,
and increases productivity. Here’s how the IMS works:
It starts with receiving:
▪ POs are received into zones and bin locations for accuracy and organization.
▪ Team members can adjust and accept item quantities, and easily change between POs.
Then products move into restocking:
▪ Products are restocked from receiving zones into storage zones. Information about the item is
easily visible (i.e. available quantities, bin number, and the lot number).
▪ Team members can select the number of units to restock and set expiry date and bin location.
▪ Search for specific products by name, or use the barcode scanner to automate this process.
When it’s time to pick customer orders:
▪ Move products from storage to staging for simple order fulfillment and loading.
▪ Item’s location, quantity available, and the quantity required to pick are listed. This makes it easy
to find items and eliminate unneeded movement around the warehouse.
And load them onto the trucks:
▪ Required products and their location are listed for organized tracking and loading onto trucks.
▪ View pending and completed orders. Identify shorted products to inform customers
ahead of delivery.

Keep Your Customers Coming Back For More
The Routeique™ IMS app improves your inventory’s accuracy, leads to a more organized warehouse, increases efficiency, and ultimately keeps
your customers coming back for more by having the products they want on hand through improved inventory tracking.
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